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Legal framework [1]

“Member States shall ensure that rightholders are in a 
position to apply for an injunction against intermediaries 

whose services are used by a third party to infringe a 
copyright or related right.” (Art 8(3) InfoSoc Directive; + 

Art 11 EnfD)

 ‘dynamite’ (Spindler 2002)

 ‘the reach of this inconspicuous Article is hardly foreseeable’ (Spindler 2002)

 Broadly misunderstood provision, to some extend downplayed/misconstrued by national 
legislators

 NEW policy intervention > seeking accountability for help where no (tortious) liability exists

 ACCOUNTABLE BUT NOT LIABLE



Legal framework [2]

 “[the provision] obliges Member States to ensure that an intermediary whose services are 

used by a third party in order to infringe an intellectual property right may, regardless of 

any liability of its own in relation to the facts at issue, be ordered to take measures aimed 

at bringing those infringements to an end and measures seeking to prevent further 

infringements” (Tommy Hilfiger, para 22)

 PREVENTIVE ROLE: “Nor can the intermediary be required to exercise general and 

permanent oversight over its customers. By contrast, the intermediary may be forced to 

take measures which contribute to avoiding new infringements of the same nature by the 

same market-trader from taking place.” (Tommy Hilfiger, para 34)

 ‘new infringements of the same nature by the same market-trader’

 Not a TRIPS standard; but EU exporting in BTAs



Goals

 OLD: legally REACTIVE, voluntary proactive

 NEW: legally PROACTIVE [to avoid or prevent wrongdoing]

 Double identity standard – same right, same infringer (AG, L’Oreal v eBay)

 Hilfiger standard [?] - same nature infringement by the same market-trader

 Stay-down standard - similar infringement, regardless of the wrongdoer (BGH)

 Art 13 of the Copyright Proposal – doesn’t specify

 Position to assist by taking particular steps

 Finds support in civil law and common law jurisdictions (Husovec 2017 CUP - upcoming)



Framing the debate: when to 

grant?



Balancing exercise

 Since Promusicae, strong ‘balancing rhetoric’

We use many words which might carry different meaning on the 
national level <efficiency, proportionality, etc.>

 SHOULD the balancing be

 purely economic enquiry 

 purely human rights enquiry

 or their mix.

 Do we grant such measures because their are ‘just’ or ‘efficient’
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Aspirations of the Union law

How prescriptive does the Union law aspire to be?

 Should the human rights give us full answer – the  only answer?

 What about interests not represented by HRs? (e.g. innovation)

 Risk of petrifying policy [Sabam vs Art 13]

What can the countries do as their ‘extra’?

 Exhaustion of prior remedies? (DE)

 Stricter effectiveness assessment? (NL)

 Cost and benefit assessment? (UK)



Charter Proportionality as a Range

Minimum to justify interference with opposing rights (“least 

restrictive”) – UPC Telekabel

Minimum to provide effective remedy to Art 17(2) – Mc Fadden / 

Stichting Brein

Minimum to not compromise the effect utile of Art 8(3); Art 11(III) –

L’Oreal v eBay

 RESULT is a range of acceptable measures

MSs can experiment and adjust

Will CJEU tighten the scrutiny?



Welfare-maximizing Inside

 Allocation of  resources will be potential Pareto improvement if E(π) > C

 This would mean requiring the effectiveness equal to overall costs;

 The courts don’t have enough information to do such assessment (most E(π))

 RH know the benefits of measures (E(π)); can assess the effectiveness of the measures 

looking at the impact on its sales;

 PROBLEM: current allocation does not force them to do so;

 Self-interested right holders apply as soon as the expected benefit from the proposed 

measures is higher than the cost they bear (E(π)>C(own))

 IF E(π) is not higher than overall costs, enforcement measures are continuous waste of 

resources (even after RH figure that out)



Solutions: 

 OUTSOURCE the costs & benefit analysis to RHs

 INTUITION: IF the courts cannot asses cost and benefits, then outsource that decision to the 

party that can best do such estimations; for this, full exposure to direct costs is necessary;

 USEFUL:

 prevents over-use of remedy instead of tortious ones

 In-builds time-limitation

 UK - Lord Cross [Norwich Pharmacal] > opined that ‘the full costs of the respondent of the 

application and any expense incurred in providing the information would have to be 

borne by the applicant’ > no for website-blocking, but Supreme Court in Cartier (pending)

 DE – exists for information disclosures, and was discussed in the process of BGB drafting;
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